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Thus he was quick to sympathize with grievances, eager
to keep up the dignity of the calling.
His reporters were expected to meet on equal terms
politicians, society people, city men—anybody whom they
might be sent to interview or to sound for information*
They must be well dressed, their manners must be good,
their bearing without the humility which had commonly
marked the reporters of his youth.
He once chaffingly rebuked a special correspondent
who had mentioned in an article getting shaved in a
hotel barber's shop* " All Daily Mail men travel with
two valets/' he wrote* A joke which had in it a kernel of
business perception* He knew what snobs the English
are* He was in this English himself rather than Irish:
he had in his youth been impressed by signs of wealth and
fashion* He discerned the effect upon the public of a
paper which seemed to be produced by young men sharing
the tastes and habits of the rich* He sensed the value of
this effect upon advertisers.
But while he gave riches and social position a higher
value than the Old Journalism had allowed them,
Northcliffe refused to be deluded, as it was, by the self-
importance of politicians* He got rid, for instance, of
the quite needless deference with which Cabinet Ministers
were once treated, just as he banished the tradition of
reporting their speeches at length*
He saw, as no newspaper magnate had seen before
(except possibly Delane), how trivial, how insubstantial,
the transient holders of office are* They come and go,
take this or that office (which does not matter, since they
are specially qualified for none), then they disappear and
are heard of no more* Why newspaper men should be-
have to such persons as if they were supremely gifted,
endowed with qualities far above the common, North-

